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What’s inside us 
reflects what the outside 

world sees about us. 

Quiksilver embodies the mindset 
of our riders and customers 

with an unwavering passion and  
dedication for boardriding 

and the active outdoor l ifestyle. 

This attitude has driven us to  
become the world’s leading designer 

and manufacturer of apparel, 
accessories and related products for   

young-minded individuals.

this is quiksilver.
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Whether it ’s 
surfing or skateboarding, 

beaches or mountains, 
girls or boys, Quiksilver’s 

products encompass quality, 
innovation and durability.

Our brands, products, stores 
and events are true to the heritage 

and perspective of boardriders 
everywhere. They generate images that 

are recognized around the   
world as symbols of freedom and 

individual expression.

By embracing the boardriding 
lifestyle, Quiksilver consistently 
delivers products that reflect the 

mindset and requirements of 
our customers and riders.
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Boardriding.
A visual metaphor of who

we are and what we stand for.
It is this act that created a

worldwide phenomenon.

A brand name born 
from the elements where 

spontaneity and commitment 
are essential.

Quiksilver represents 
adrenaline charged living, 
where form and function 

are the keys to survival. We design, 
produce and distribute clothing, 
accessories and related products 

for young-minded people and develop 
brands that represent a casual 

lifestyle—driven from our 
boardriding heritage. 

Our authenticity is evident in 
our innovative products, events 

and retail environments 
across the globe.
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dear shareholders

7

Rober t  B .  McKnight  J r.

Cha i rman o f  the  Board

Fiscal 2002 was a record year for

Quiksilver. Total sales increased 14% to

$700 million and diluted earnings per

share grew 30% to $1.54. While the

retail market, both in the U.S. and in

Europe, posed significant challenges, 

we met each one head-on and emerged a

stronger, more efficient company. During

the year we not only significantly outper-

formed expectations from a financial

standpoint, but we also cemented our

global strategic and operating presence

by joining forces with Ug Manufacturing

Co. Pty Ltd., the Australian Quiksilver

licensee, and Quiksilver Japan KK. This

deal and our previous acquisition of the

global trademark align our operating 

platform squarely with our vision for the

future. We are a people-oriented compa-

ny. So becoming one group that includes

the businesses started by the Quiksilver

brand’s founders, Alan Green and 

John Law, is very significant. We have

always shared the same passion for the

brand. Now we also share a common

business objective. 

Our success has always been driven

by the commitment we have to the

integrity of our products and our brands.

Over the years, we have grown responsibly

and pursued a diversified distribution

structure to protect our brands and our

results from undue risk. The challenge

that has developed as a result of this suc-

cess is to ensure that while we expand

our product ranges and markets through-

out the world, we retain our authenticity

and connection with our boardriding her-

itage. We have long recognized that the

evolution of Quiksilver was going to push

us in a global direction. We are now ful-

filling our destiny. We are working pur-

posefully toward the $1 billion revenue

mark while at the same time staying true

to the ideals we had as a $1 million com-

pany. Quiksilver today is a company and a

brand that is personal in its message 

and global in its reach.
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The content that comes out of

Quiksilver’s lifestyle and events is incredi-

bly rich and compelling. In order to more

fully utilize this great imagery, we created

Quiksilver Entertainment, a new division

that will transmit our boardriding lifestyle

through television, movies, events, music

and publishing. We’ve already partnered

with Fox to produce 54321, a first of its

kind, daily action sports news magazine,

and with MTV to develop a series focused

on competitive girls surfing. We believe

these media will carry our authentic

brand message to a huge new audience of

potential customers.

Quiksilver has a world-class manage-

ment team to execute our plan. Early in

the year, we named Bernard Mariette, the

President of Quiksilver Europe, as the

President of Quiksilver, Inc. His expertise

in building the European business 

aggressively and on sound footing over

the last decade has proven invaluable.

Harry Hodge, President of Quiksilver

International Operations, has been

charged with leading our efforts in the

newly added Asia/Pacific division. Also

this year, we were fortunate to be able to

appoint Franck Riboud, the Group

Danone Chairman and Chief Executive

Officer to our Board of Directors. 

His experience as the head of a large,

multinational branded consumer products

company adds additional insight and

expertise to our board.

Quiksilver is a highly dynamic, yet

consistent company. We have set our

sights high and are driven to achieve our

goals. This was, in spite of a tough retail

environment in the U.S. and with all the

global economic and political uncertainty,

another landmark year for Quiksilver. 

We know that if we stay true to our ideals

both with respect to our lifestyle and our

business practices we will continue to

meet with success, even in the face of

challenges. 

I would like to thank you, our share-

holders, customers, employees, and sales

representatives, for your loyalty and your

good work. We continue to have a bright

vision of the future and look forward to

achieving it together.

Robert B. McKnight, Jr.

Chairman of the Board

We can now manage our brands in an

ever-expanding number of markets and

keep our message clean and consistent.

Not only do we grow our revenue and

profit base through Australia and Japan,

we also create opportunities for further

diversification through regional growth in

the Pacific Rim and a wider audience for

brands like Hawk, Raisins and Fidra. We

also believe that other territories in the

region will ultimately prove to be attrac-

tive to us. I think you would be hard-

pressed to find any company of our size

as well diversified as we are today.

Again this year, we maintained high 

visibility and consistent brand identity

through sponsorship of the best riders in

the world. Personalities like Kelly Slater,

Lisa Anderson, Danny Kass and Tony

Hawk resonate with kids who aspire to

the boardriding culture. Tony Hawk’s

Boom Boom Huck Jam Tour appeared in

22 venues and reinforced his presence

with the demographic while escalating

the exposure of the Hawk Clothing brand

and Quiksilver. We sponsor over 240 

professional riders and provide some 

form of support to nearly 250 amateur

riders—all champions for their sports and

their individuality. 

We had another great year of events

and promotions. Our Quiksilver in Memory

of Eddie Aikau Big Wave Invitational was

as successful as ever, and our Roxy Pro

events in multiple locations around the

world were fantastic. This year, our riders

captured 10 top events around the world.

Our riders at work are truly poetry in

motion. They embody the lifestyle. 

Our mission to explore and chart

coral reefs, while discovering new surf

venues around the world, continued on

the Quiksilver Crossing. The Crossing ves-

sel, Indies Trader, logged approximately

14,000 nautical miles last year, while

visiting 40 destinations from South Africa

through the Red Sea to Greece, through

the Mediterranean to Europe, then

through the English Channel and up the

Thames to London. A new element of the

Crossing’s adventure this past year in

Europe was a water check program. You

can be proud that Quiksilver has taken

the initiative on several fronts to protect

the health of our oceans. 
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Dear Shareholders,

It is very rewarding and encouraging to

see how our divisional teams performed

this year. Total sales increased 7% in our

domestic division and 26% in our

European division. But top line perform-

ance is only part of the story. We man-

aged our working capital, increased our

gross margins, improved our operations,

continued our brand building efforts, and

consistently produced outstanding prod-

uct ranges. Our core businesses per-

formed well in fiscal 2002, and we made

good progress with our newer brands.

Here in the U.S., the market environ-

ment for apparel in general was difficult 

throughout the year. Retailers sought to

pare down inventory levels, and con-

sumers continued to spend cautiously. 

We too were determined to run on leaner

inventories and focus on profitability. As

a result, our gross margin increased 230

basis points, and we grew our domestic

operating income by 16% to $36 million

on a sales increase of just 7% over last

year’s level. Our core young men’s busi-

ness performed very well in the U.S., as

did our Quiksilver and Hawk boys busi-

nesses. Overall domestic men’s sales

increased 7%. Roxy continued to drive

our product offerings in women’s, which

ended the year up 8%. We believe that

our spring and fall lines for 2002 were

some of the strongest in the history of 

the Company.

Late in the year, we worked hard to

avoid disruptions to our business as a

result of the lockout of the West Coast

dockworkers. We managed to avoid any

serious adverse effects and took comfort

that because of our geographic diversifi-

cation, only about 20% to 25% of our

total shipments flow through these facili-

ties. We believe we planned and reacted

well and, ultimately, we’re pleased that

the parties have agreed on a resolution.

In Europe, the business continued an

already impressive track record. Men’s

performed strongly, growing 19%, and

women’s, which continues to be underde-

veloped, had another excellent year, grow-

ing 53%. We made solid inroads into

Germany and Italy, and our growth in the

United Kingdom was superb. At the same

time, we continued to grow in France 

and Spain. 

While the consumer market in Europe was

also somewhat spotty, our brand message

and great product enabled us to deliver

solid results.

In addition to excellent rates of sales

growth, our European operating margin

increased to 11.8%. Gross margin was up

over two full points versus the year

before. Again, we were careful with inven-

tory levels, and at year-end our inventory

was up only 4% versus last year in con-

stant dollar terms. Although we offset

some of this increase through planned

spending on marketing and retail shops,

our operating income increased 32% to

$33.4 million. We continue to believe

that, over time, we can create further

economies of scale in this market.   

Beyond executing on our growth

opportunities in the core businesses both

in the U.S. and abroad, we kept an eye

on developing some of our newer brands

and positioning them for growth. Chief

among these projects was the reposition-

ing of the Hawk line. We entered the boys

market with a strong offering and are

extremely pleased with our results. We

are very confident that this will be a sig-

nificant business for us, not only in the

Bernard  Mar ie t te

Pres ident ,  Qu iks i l ve r,  Inc .



The progress of Quiksilver over the

years has truly been remarkable. And

now, we find ourselves moving into the

next stage of our development as a uni-

fied, global business with design centers

and operations based in California,

France, Australia and Japan. Our divi-

sions will collaborate when appropriate 

to gain efficiencies while staying locally

relevant in our various markets. 

Perhaps it goes without saying that

our past and future successes are only

possible through the efforts and accom-

plishments of our people. Yet fiscal 2002

was another excellent example of tremen-

dous teamwork and results. Our manage-

ment teams and 3,000 staff around the

world solidified in difficult markets and

were clearly up to the task. Thank you all.

Thanks also to our shareholders for their

support. I am confident that we are well

positioned to take advantage of the many

opportunities that lie ahead.

Bernard Mariette

President, Quiksilver, Inc.
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U.S., but also in all of our key global

markets. We also made good progress

with our men’s lines. Quiksilveredition

reported an excellent growth rate this year

and has begun to establish a firm footing

as an alternative brand for active men. At

the end of its first full year, Fidra has

opened approximately 850 green grass

shops and has created quite a buzz in the

golf world. Our signing of Ernie Els as

Fidra’s premier ambassador gives John

Ashworth even more credibility and expo-

sure as we develop Fidra in the global

golf apparel market.

We have always recognized that the

specialty retail business was a powerful

way to transmit our ideals. Throughout

2002, we continued our commitment to

improving the presence of our brands

through company-owned and licensed

stores. In September of this year, we

acquired Beach Street, Inc., our U.S.

licensee for outlet retail. In the transac-

tion, we picked up 26 stores and gave

ourselves much improved flexibility with

respect to inventory management.

Additionally, we opened 10 full-price

company-owned stores here in the U.S.,

16 in Europe, and we now own 8 shops

in Australia and Japan.

Some of our most significant retail

developments this year were the opening

of Boardriders Clubs in Munich and

Berlin and the signing of a lease for a

3,500 square foot shop in Times Square.

These stores have the opportunity to not

only produce sales and cash flow, but

also to help grow the wholesale business

because of the improved brand profile.

Our licensed Boardriders Clubs had good

growth as well. Including 51 company-

owned stores, we ended the year with 34

Boardriders Clubs in the U.S., 118 in

Europe, and 129 in international licensed

territories. And we had 59 shops featur-

ing our other concepts, such as Roxy,

Hawk, Youth and outlets. We believe

there is an excellent long-term opportuni-

ty to further drive our retail presence.
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Dear Shareholders,

I am very proud of the results our Company

has achieved in fiscal 2002 and believe

that it will be viewed historically as an

incredibly significant year in that it built a

foundation for the future as a truly global

company. By merging with Ug Manufactur-

ing Co. Pty Ltd. and Quiksilver Japan KK,

Quiksilver now operates as one company

with one mindset, one vision, one owner-

ship structure and one goal—to be the pre-

mier lifestyle company for young consumers

around the world.

Bringing the Asia/Pacific region under

the Quiksilver, Inc. umbrella is as important

as the acquisition of Quiksilver Europe back

in 1991. Australia is a core market and the

birthplace of Quiksilver over 32 years ago.

The consolidation with Quiksilver, Inc. 

has deep cultural meaning for the business

and its employees. It reunifies Quiksilver

International, the Sydney-based brand man-

agement company, with the operating entity 

in Torquay, and by adding Quiksilver Japan

to the mix, our team is poised to accom-

plish great things.

The seemingly insatiable thirst for the

message our brands carry to consumers

around the world compelled us to take this

next step in our development. We’ve added

new strengths, new abilities and new oppor-

tunities. We expect to be able to lend our

capabilities to this region and improve the

existing businesses as well as layer in new

ones. We believe that the potential for

design and sourcing collaboration and inte-

gration are excellent, whilst maintaining the

local relevance of our products. Australia is

a large, stable business generating strong

cash flow. Japan is highly under-penetrated,

and we expect it to quickly benefit from a

more coordinated sourcing structure. 

Like the acquisitions of Quiksilver

Europe in 1991 and Quiksilver International

in 2000, this deal is another watershed

event in the development of our company.

We are now truly global and in a position to

capitalize on tremendous opportunities. We

are highly diversified and yet at the same

time have an incredibly clear message and 

brand identity.

I want to thank the shareholders for

their continued confidence, and all the 

people around the world for their hard work

to make this company what it is today. 

Our management teams around the globe

are second to none in both quality and 

industry experience and clearly separate

Quiksilver from our competitors. Their 

commitment and efforts ensure Quiksilver

will remain as the market leader in the

boardriding industry.

Harry Hodge

President, Quiksilver 

International Operations

Har ry  Hodge

Pres ident ,  Qu iks i l ve r  

In te rnat iona l  Opera t ions
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geographic regions what we do
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Teenagers around the world share common

elements in their mindset. Today, the inter-

net, cable tv, music and videos connect

them. When Quiksilver began over 30 years

ago, the link wasn’t hi-tech, but the stoke

of surfing. Now the boardriding lifestyle is

communicated not only through the act

itself, but also through media in all of its

contemporary forms. Quiksilver embodies

this reality.

Bob McKnight and Jeff Hakman

brought Quiksilver to the USA in 1976 with

boardshorts that were treasured like gold.

They were on the leading edge of a global

trend. Quiksilver was already successful in

Australia where it began. Later in the

1980s, this success was repeated in Europe

and Japan—wherever there were waves and

those willing to ride.

In the 1990s, Quiksilver diversified its

distribution, brands and products, but was

resolute in its approach: authenticity,

integrity, quality, innovation and excellence

embodied a boardriding and beach lifestyle.

The operations of Quiksilver Europe became

part of the Quiksilver USA group in 1991.

Quiksilver International, the Australian

trademark owner around the world, was

acquired in 2000. And in November 2002,

we took the last major step to bring the

Quiksilver world together by combining with

Quiksilver Australia and Quiksilver Japan.

Now as one company with over $800

million in combined annual sales, and still

growing, Quiksilver is the market leader in

the action sports world. And as this culture

is conveyed and embraced by youth every-

where, we are right in the heart of it.

24

our vision

Donny Barley
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We are a brand-driven company, with

Quiksilver for young men and Roxy for

young women as the foundation. For youth,

there is Quiksilver Boys, Quiksilver Toddlers,

Roxy Girl, and Teenie Wahine. Quiksilver-

edition stands for active men who know the

ride can last forever.

Quiksilver’s mountain wave logo com-

municates outdoor fashion and reflects

boardriding, the beach and music-inspired

influences with high quality apparel that is

functional and durable. Quiksilver’s sub-

stance lies in its heritage, product quality

and innovation, and in its inseparable union

with the boardriding culture.

Roxy created the surf-inspired category

for independent, fashion forward girls, and

is by far the market leader today. Roxy’s

heart logo signifies boardriding and the

beach lifestyle and appeals to girls that are

both athletic and feminine. Our juniors

swim brands, Raisins and Radio Fiji, stand

for youth and athleticism. The innovative

prints of Leilani swim symbolize a self-

confident and sophisticated woman.

Tony Hawk, the world’s icon of skate-

boarding, represents our Hawk Clothing line.

The target audience is boys, most who rec-

ognize Tony from his 900 and his video

games. We manufacture snowboards, boots

and bindings under the Lib Technologies,

Gnu, Supernatural Mfg. and Bent Metal

labels. Lib Tech and Gnu have epitomized

cutting edge snowboarding technology since

snowboarding began. In Europe, Gotcha

communicates surf style with a street edge.

Drawing on the same tradition, our new

Fidra Golf line by industry pioneer, John

Ashworth, is made for shotmaking and

socializing.

In all of our brands, it’s the spirit of

innovation, excitement and fashion that

complement our customer’s active lifestyle.

28

our brands
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symbols of authenticity 

Rachael Greff

Markku Koski

Nathan Fletcher
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Quiksilver made the first boardshort specifi-

cally designed for the rigors of surfing 

over 30 years ago. It was this product that

took the surfing world by storm and put

Quiksilver on the map. The emphasis was

performance, endurance and style. Today,

the emphasis remains the same. 

While boardshorts are still the corner-

stone of what we do, they represent only a

fraction of our diverse product line. Our

product categories include woven shirts,

knits, t-shirts, fleece, pants, walkshorts,

boardshorts, denim, swimwear, underwear,

socks, jackets, sweaters, skirts, casual

dresses, hats, backpacks, wallets, sandals,

shoes, watches, sunglasses, goggles, wet-

suits, lycra tops, surfboards, snowboards,

snowboard boots and bindings, skatedecks,

purses, fragrance, jewelry, room furnishings,

beauty care, luggage, technical snow outer-

wear and adventure travel.

Serious riders in challenging land-

scapes test our technical products. The 

rigors of adventure travel, boat life, first

descents and jungle living are the perfect

research and development laboratories for

bags, hats, sunglasses and basic boardrid-

ing gear. 

Back at home, it’s the inspiration from

these experiences that finds its way into 

our full range of sportswear. Our customers

can wear our products with pride since they 

represent quality and value from a solid,

authentic foundation, and come from a

company with a long-standing reputation 

for excellence.

32

our products
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setting the standard

Evan Valiere 35
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Quiksilver’s support and nurturing of riders

at the cutting edge began with the birth 

of the brand, and it continues today. Our 

history is world-class competitors in surfing,

snowboarding, windsurfing and skateboard-

ing. Many go on to fill key roles within 

the company.

Boardriders are the core of our content.

They are the subjects of Quiksilver’s adver-

tisements and define the very culture of the

company. As these riders push their sports

to the limits in the ultimate environments,

images are created that connect with

today’s youth.

It’s this connection that permeates

Quiksilver’s culture. We earn their respect

by knowing what they think and how they

think—without passing judgment. We stay

synchronized with them by constantly study-

ing what they’re reading, doing, listening to,

playing and watching. We get an unencum-

bered direct response from them without

contrived interview parameters. We eat it,

breathe it, and live it, before we say we

know it. Kids everywhere express a hunger

to rebel, to celebrate and experience life 

to its fullest. It’s within this world that

Quiksilver represents boardriding and youth

culture without pretense.

The youth marketplace has enormous

spending power, but it typically abandons

anything unnatural, contrived or fake. We

treasure our heritage and authenticity, 

and give back to the world that we love. 

Our brands provide true substance to stay 

meaningful to the youth of today.

36

our approach

Kalani Chapman
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look to the pros

Kelly Slater

Todd Richards

Tony Hawk

Ernie Els

Fred Patacchia
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Quiksilver consistently showcases the best

riders in the world and delivers world-class

events such as The Quiksilver in Memory 

of Eddie Aikau Big Wave Invitational at

Waimea Bay, The Quiksilver Pro in Fiji 

and France, The Quik Cup surf-skate-snow

event, the Roxy Pro in several locales, 

the Quiksilver Bowlriders skate event in

Marseille, and many others. The compelling

images from these events appear in core

print media, national publications, film and

video productions, television and many

other mediums.

We promote boardriding through ama-

teur contests and camps that germinate the

seeds for perhaps the next world champion,

and we sponsor grassroots campaigns and

offer adventure travel experiences that bring

our lifestyle to the consumers themselves.

And in 2002, we launched Quiksilver

Entertainment, a division charged with com-

municating our existing events, riders and

lifestyle content through mainstream media.

We’ve partnered with Fox Sports Net to pro-

duce 54321, a daily sports-entertainment

program targeting the action sports, lifestyle

and culture of today’s youth. MTV joined our

efforts in Europe to produce the Roxy Pro in

France and a thirty-minute special Behind

the Surf that aired to over 10 million homes

in France.

Winner of an environmental commenda-

tion from the United Nations, the Quiksilver

Crossing is now in the fourth year of its epic

global adventure to explore new surf spots

and monitor the health of coral reefs. In

2002, the vessel, Indies Trader, took the

Quiksilver Crossing to Europe and plans to

reach the Americas in 2003.

Other highlights include a marketing

partnership with Activision in video games

featuring two of our top riders, Tony Hawk

in Tony Hawk’s Pro Skater 3 & 4 and Kelly

Slater in Kelly’s Slater’s Pro Surfer.

Quiksilver snowboarder Danny Kass won a

silver medal in the Winter Olympics, and

Fidra Golf signed two-times British Open

Champion, Ernie Els.

40

our events

Kelly Slater
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Quiksilver’s products are sold throughout

the world, primarily in surf shops and spe-

cialty stores that provide an authentic retail

experience for our customers. We’ve devel-

oped several proprietary retail concepts to

reinforce our brand message and solidify

this key channel of distribution. These con-

cepts include Quiksilver Boardriders Clubs,

Roxy shops, Hawk Skate shops, Quiksilver

Youth stores, Quiksilver Factory Outlets, and

Gotcha and multibrand shops in Europe 

In addition to company-owned stores in

key cities, the Quiksilver Boardriders Club

concept has been developed and licensed

around the world. Stores can be found in

New York City, the Champs-Élysées in Paris,

Maui, Honolulu, London, Los Angeles,

Madrid, Athens, Prague, Amsterdam,

Munich, Berlin, Vienna, Lisbon, Sydney,

Osaka, Seoul, Bangkok, Hong Kong,

Singapore, Manila, Guam, Saipan, Cape

Town, Istanbul, Beirut, Tel-Aviv, Amman 

and Moscow, among others.

As of October 31, 2002, there were

281 Quiksilver Boardriders Clubs, 15 Roxy

shops, 3 Hawk Skate shops, 4 Quiksilver

Youth stores, 32 Factory Outlets, 3 Gotcha

shops and 2 multibrand shops. Of the 340

total shops, 95 are company owned and

245 are licensed. Of the total licensed, 129

are in licensed territories. As part of our

combination with Quiksilver Australia and

Quiksilver Japan in December 2002, the

company now has an additional 12 compa-

ny-owned and 21 licensed stores that were

previously in licensed territories.

Whether in our proprietary retail con-

cepts or wholesale distribution in surf and

specialty shops, we provide displays, fix-

tures, memorabilia and point of purchase

materials, including videos, DVD’s, posters,

signs and other visuals, that communicate

the message of our brands and lifestyle

directly to the consumer. 
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corporate information

B o a r d  o f  D i r e c t o r s

Robert B. McKnight, Jr.

Chairman of the Board and CEO, Quiksilver, Inc.

William M. Barnum, Jr.

Managing Member, Brentwood Associates

Charles E. Crowe

Investor

Michael H. Gray

President, Sweet Life Enterprises, Inc.

Harry Hodge

Chairman of the Board, Quiksilver Europe and 

President of Quiksilver International Operations

Robert G. Kirby

Senior Partner, Capital Guardian Trust Company

Bernard Mariette

President, Quiksilver, Inc.

Tom Roach

President, Palm Springs Harley-Davidson

Franck Riboud

Groupe Danone Chairman and 

Chief Executive Officer

E x e c u t i v e  O f f i c e r s

Robert B. McKnight, Jr.

Chairman of the Board and CEO, Quiksilver, Inc.

Bernard Mariette

President, Quiksilver, Inc.

Harry Hodge

Chairman of the Board, Quiksilver Europe and

President of Quiksilver International Operations

Steven L. Brink

Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer

Charles S. Exon

Executive Vice President, Business and Legal

Affairs, Secretary and General Counsel

C o r p o r a t e  H e a d q u a r t e r s

15202 Graham Street 

Huntington Beach, California 92649

Telephone (714) 889-2200

I n d e p e n d e n t  A u d i t o r s

Deloitte & Touche LLP, Costa Mesa, California

G e n r a l  C o u n s e l

Hewitt & O’Neil LLP, Irvine, California

A n n u a l  M e e t i n g

10:00 a.m., March 28, 2003 

Corporate Headquarters 

15202 Graham Street 

Huntington Beach, California 92649

I n v e s t o r  R e l a t i o n s  C o u n s e l

Integrated Corporate Relations 

Westport, Connecticut

Telephone (203) 222-9013

R e g i s t r a r  &  Tr a n s f e r  A g e n t

American Stock Transfer and Trust Co. 

New York, New York

F o r m  1 0 - K

A copy of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the

fiscal year ended October 31, 2002, including the

financial statements and related notes, but exclud-

ing exhibitis, is included herewith. Such report 

has been filed with the Securities and Exchange

Commission. Additional copies of the Annual Report

on Form 10-K, including financial statements but

excluding exhibits, will be made available without

charge to the stockholders upon written request to

the company, sent to the attention of Steven L.

Brink, Chief Financial Officer, at the corporate

headquarters.

M a r k e t  P l a c e

Our common stock trades on the New York Stock

Exchange (“NYSE”) under the symbol “ZQK.” The

following table shows the high and low sales prices

of our common stock, as reported by the NYSE for

the two most recent fiscal years.

Fiscal 2002 High Low

4th quarter ended October 31 $24.90 $17.26

3rd quarter ended July 31 27.58 18.42

2nd quarter ended April 30 25.69 16.90

1st quarter ended January 31 19.49 12.42

Fiscal 2001

4th quarter ended October 31 $23.20 $11.60

3rd quarter ended July 31 28.20 20.70

2nd quarter ended April 30 28.15 22.69

1st quarter ended January 31 24.91 16.13

We have historically reinvested our earnings in 

our business and have never paid a cash dividend.

No change to this practice is currently being consid-

ered. Our payment of cash dividends in the future

will be determined by the Board of Directors, con-

sidering conditions existing at that time, including

our earnings, financial requirements and condition,

opportunities for reinvesting earnings, business 

conditions and other factors. In addition, under 

our principal credit agreement with a bank group,

we must obtain bank group’s prior consent to pay

dividends.

On January 21, 2003, there were approximately

400 holders of record of our common stock and an

estimated 6,000 beneficial stockholders.

D e s i g n

Stoyan Design, Costa Mesa, CA
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